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A REARRANGED GOOD A INEQUALITY 
BY 

RICHARD J. BAGBY AND DOUGLAS S. KURTZ 

ABSTRACT. Let Tf be a maximal Calderon-Zygmund singular integral, Mf the 
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, and w an Aoo weight. We replace the "good 
A" inequality 

w({x: Tf(x) > 2A and Mf(x),;; eA})';; C{e)w({x: Tf(x) > A}) 

by the rearrangement inequality 

(Tf): (t) ,;; C{ Mf): (t/2) + (Tf): (2t) 

and show that it gives better estimates for Tf. In particular, we obtain best possible 
weighted LP bounds, previously unknown exponential integrability estimates, and 
simplified derivations of known unweighted estimates for (Tf)". 

1. Introduction. In 1974, R. R. Coifman and C. Fefferman [6] published an elegant 
proof that Calderon-Zygmund singular integral operators are continuous in 
LP(Rn,dJl), provided that dJl = w(x)dx, with win Muckenhoupt's weight class Ap" 
The heart of their proof is the inequality 

Jl{{x ERn: Tf{x) > 2A and Mf{x) ~ fA}) ~ C{e)Jl({x ERn: Tf{x) > A}) 

for the maximal singular integral operator Tf and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
function Mf (see §2 for the relevant definitions). The constant C( e) ~ 0 as e ~ O. 
Such an inequality is called a "good A" inequality. 

While useful estimates for operators are often given as functional inequalities for 
distribution functions as above, it is sometimes helpful to reformulate the estimates 
in terms of rearrangements. Since the rearrangement 

f*{ t) = inf { A > 0: Jl ({ x E Rn : I f{ x) I > A} ) ~ t } 

satisfies Jl({x ERn: If(x)l> A}) = sup{t > 0: f*(t) > A}, such calculations are 
theoretically equivalent. In practice, neither the distribution function of Tf nor the 
rearrangement (Tf)* is known exactly and the estimates for the latter may be 
superior. 

Here we derive a rearrangement analog of the "good A" inequality for maximal 
singular integral operators in Rn : 

(l.1) 
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Inequalities of this form have appeared previously in the work of Bennett and 
Sharpley [4]. With regard to our work, several points should be emphasized. First, 
our inequality (1.1) is not derived from the "good ft." inequality; it is obtained as a 
direct estimate. Both inequalities are proved using similar techniques; in some ways 
our proof is simpler. In both cases, the unweighted and weighted results are 
consequences of a local estimate using Lebesgue measure. Second, our inequality is 
better than the "good ft." inequality in that it is easier to use in many applications 
and seems to contain more information. 

The superiority of our rearrangement inequality is due to the absence of the 
parameter e appearing in the "good ft." inequality. To derive LP results from the 
"good ft." inequality, one must choose e small enough that C(e) < 2- p • This is 
inappropriate for estimates corresponding to p = 00 (such as exponential integrabil-
ity), while our rearrangement inequality easily gives the best possible results in these 
cases. 

We obtain some interesting new results by iterating our basic inequality (1.1). Our 
main result is 

THEOREM 1. Let Tf be a maximal singular integral defined by a Calderbn-Zygmund 
kernel and wE Aoo' There is a C > 0 such that 

(Tf):(t) :( c(Mf): ( I) + C /00 (Mf):(s) ~ 
for all t > O. 

When w == 1, this reduces to 

(Tf) * (t) :( C { ~ { /*( s ) ds + /00 /*( s ) ~s }, 

proved by Bennett and Rudnick [3]. A second consequence of (1.1) is 

THEOREM 2. Let Tf be a maximal singular integral defined by a Calderbn-Zygmund 
kernel and w E Aoo' There is a constant C > 0 so that 

for all t > O. 

This result has several interesting consequences. Bennett, De Vore and Sharpley 
[1,2] proved that T is bounded from L 00 to BMO and that unweighted rearrange-
ments satisfy /**(t) :( /*(t) + CilfIIBMo; combining these results in the unweighted 
case gives our conclusion with (Mf)*(t) replaced by Ilflloo-

The paper is divided into five sections. In §2 we consider definitions and 
background results. The main theorems are proved in §3, including the proof of 
(1.1). Applications of these results and generalizations to Dini kernels are considered 
in the last two sections. 

In the following we always assume that fL is a regular Borel measure on Rn, 
generally of the form dfL = w( x) dx. All sets and functions are measurable with 
respect to fL. 

We would like to thank Colin Bennett for some helpful discussions. 
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2. Preliminary results. Let J.L be a measure and g be a function measurable with 
respect to J.L. Define the nonincreasing rearrangement of g with respect to J.L by 

g*( t) = g;( t) = inf{ A > 0: J.L ( {x: I g( x) I > A}) < t}. 

The averaged rearrangement of g is 

111 If g**(t)=- g*(s)ds= sup - Ig(x)ldJ.L, 
t 0 /L(E),.,I t E 

where the supremum is taken over all J.L-measurable sets E of measure at most t. 
In the case that J.L is Lebesgue measure, we use I E I for the Lebesgue measure of E. 

If J.L is an absolutely continuous measure (with respect to Lebesgue measure) given 
by integration of a function w, we use w(E) to stand for IE w(x) dx. 

In the proof of the main theorem, we will need the following version of Fatou's 
Lemma. The proof is included for completeness. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let J.L be a regular Borel measure on Rn and suppose f, fn' n = 1,2, ... , 
are J.L-measurable functions such that fn converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of 
Rn. Iffn*(t) < G(t), 0 < t < 00, thenf*(t) < G(t), 0 < t < 00. 

PROOF. Fix t> 0 and let A > G(t). Given a compact set, K, choose n such that 
If(x) - fn(x)1 < A - G(t) for all x E K. This implies that If(x)1 < Ifn(x)1 + A -
G(t) on K so that 

J.L({x E K: If(x)l> A}) < J.L({x E K: Ifn(x)l> G(t)}) 

< J.L({x E K: Ifn(x)l> fn*(t)}) < t. 

By regularity, J.L({x ERn: If(x)1 > A}) < t for all A > G(t), so that f*(t) < G(t). 
Consider a Calderon-Zygmund kernel K(x), x ERn, satisfying the conditions: 

(i) IK(x)l< C/lx(, 

(2.1) (ii) f K(x)dx = 0, 0 < a < p, 
{a<lxl<,B} 

(iii) IK(x-y)-K(x)I<C!yl/lxl n+1 for2IYI<lxl. 

Set T.f(x) = J{y:IX-YI>f} K(x - y)f(y)dy. We define the singular integral associ-
ated to K as 

K*f= limT.f 
dO 

and the maximal singular integral by 

Tf = sup IT.f I· 
f>O 
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We will be using the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function to control singular 
integrals. This operator is defined by 

Mf(x) = SUp_1 f If(y)ldy, 
IQI Q 

where the supremum is taken over all cubes containing x. 
Since MF == 00 unless f is locally integrable and all of our results give upper 

bounds in terms of Mf, we may assume f is locally integrable throughout. Still, our 
assumptions on f do not guarantee the absolute convergence of the integral defining 
TJ(x). We interpret 

TJ(x) = lim f f(y)K(x - y) dy 
R-oo {e<lx-yl<;R} 

whenever this limit exists and IT.f(x)1 = 00 when it does not; our estimates are then 
both meaningful and correct. 

We say JL is a doubling measure if there is a constant C = C(JL) so that whenever 
Q is a cube in Rn and 2Q is the cube concentric with Q having twice the side length, 
then JL(2Q) :0;;;; CJL(Q). The conclusion of the following lemma is a standard condi-
tion for the almost everywhere existence of singular integrals (see, e.g., [3] for a 
discussion of these ideas). 

LEMMA 2.2. Let JL be a doubling measure. If faoo (Mf);(s) ds/s < 00 for some 
a> 0, then fRo If(x)l(l + Ixl}-n dx < 00. 

PROOF. First note that we can construct a sequence of disjoint cubes {Qk} with 
QI c 2Qk for all k, so that JL(Qk) ~ C> o. Consequently, by picking a cube which 
contains sufficiently many of these cubes Qk we can choose a cube Q centered at the 
origin for which IL(Q) ~ 2a. We then have 

f If(x)l(1 +Ixlrndx:o;;;; f If(x)ldx :o;;;;IQlinf{Mf(x): x E Q} 
Q Q 

Let tk = JL(2 kQ), I(k) = [tk-I' td, and E(k) = 2kQ - 2k- IQ, k = 1,2, .... Since 
2kQ is covered by the triples of (the maximal) disjoint sub cubes of E(k), 

Consequently, 

t k :0;;;; CoIL ( E ( k )) = Co [ t k - t k - 1] . 

:0;;;; Cninf{Mf(x): x E 2kQ}:O;;;; Cn(Mf):(tk ) 

:0;;;; CnCO(MJ):(tk)[tk - tk-Il!tk 

:0;;;; CnCof (MJ):(t) dt. 
/(k) t 
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Therefore, 

00 

= jlf(x)l(l +Ixl)-n dx + L 1. If(x)l(l +Ixl)-n dx 
Q k~l E(k) 

,;;; CIQlj2a (MJ):(t) dt + CnCo f 1. (MJ):(t) dt 
a t k=l J(k) t 

,;;; C(IQI+ l)jOO(Mf):(s)ds, 
a S 

so that the finiteness of the integral involving Mf implies the finiteness of the 
integral involving f. 

In general we will consider weights w that satisfy the Aoo condition of 
Muckenhoupt. We say that w is in Aoo if there are constants C, p ;;;. 1 so that given 
any cube, Q, and any measurable subset E c Q, 

w(Q) ,;;; c(lill)P 
w(E) lEI 

Notice that such a w defines a doubling measure. Coifman and Fefferman [6] prove 
that such a measure satisfies the following uniform absolute continuity condition: 
Given an e > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that for any cube Q and measurable E c Q, 
lEI < 81QI implies w(E) < ew(Q). 

3. Main results. In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. The ideas needed to 
prove our first lemma are the same as those used by Coifman and Fefferman [6], 
adapted to rearrangements. In the following lemma, we only assume our functions 
are measurable. Thus we do not assert that a set of the form E = {x ERn: 
Tf(x) > A} is open. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let Tf = SUPf> olTJI be a maximal Singular integral operator with a 
kernel, K, satisfying the conditions of (2.1), and let w E Aoo. For all y, 0 < y < 1, 
there exists a constant C = C( y) > 0 such that 

(TF):(t),;;; C(Mf):(yt) + (TJ):(2t) for all t > o. 
PROOF. Fix t > 0 and set E = E(2t) = {x ERn: Tf(x) > (Tf)!(2t)}. Then E is 

contained in an open set Q with w(Q) ,;;; 3t. By the Whitney decomposition theorem 
[10, p. 16], Q = UQk' with Lk=lW(Qk) = w(Q) ,;;; 3/. The Qk'S are disjoint cubes that 
satisfy 

diameter( Q k) ,;;; distance( Q k' Rn - Q) ,;;; 4 diameter( Q k ) . 

It is well known (see [10], for example) that there is a constant A > 0, indepen-
dent of f and A > 0, such that 
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Using this inequality, we show that for arbitrary 8 > 0, there is a constant C 
depending only on A, n, and 8 for which 

(3.1) I{ x E Qk: Tf{x) > CMf{x) +(Tf):{2t)} I ~ 81Qkl· 

Choose 8 small enough that E c Q and lEI < 81QI implies w(E) < (1 - y)w(Q)/3; 
then summing over all cubes Qk yields 

w({x ERn: Tf{x) > CMf{x) +(Tf):{2t)}) ~ (I - y)t. 

Since w({x ERn: Mf(x) > (Mf)~(yt)}) ~ yt, it follows that 

w({x ERn: Tf{x) > C{Mf):{yt) +(Tf):{2t)}) 

~ w({x ERn: Tf{x) > CMf{x) +(Tf):(2t)}) 

+w({x ERn: CMf{x) > C{Mf):(yt)}) ~ t. 

The definition of rearrangements then gives 

(Tf):(t) ~ C(Mf):(yt) +(Tf):(2t). 
In order to prove (3.1), fix k, choose Xk E Rn - Q so that distance(xk, Qk) ~ 

4 diameter(Qk)' and let Q be the cube centered at X k having diameter equal to 
twenty times the diameter of Qk. Next, write f = g + h = fXQ + fXF' where 
F = Rn - Q. We shall show 

and 

I{x E Qk: Tg(x) > C2 Mf(x)} I ~ 81Qkl; 
setting C = C1 + C2 then gives (3.1). 

The second inequality follows by choosing A = (C2/IQDJ Ig(x)1 dx and noting 
that C2Mf(x) ;;;. A on Qk. Consequently, 

I{x E Qk: Tg(x) > C2Mf{x)} 1~I{x: Tg(x) > A} I~ ~ f Ig{x)ldx ~ A1QI. 
2 

By choosing C2 sufficiently large, AIQI/C2 ~ 81Qkl. 
For the first inequality, we prove for all e > ° and x E Qk that 

IT,h(x) I ~ Tf(Xk) + C1Mf(x). 
Since Tf(xd ~ (Tf)~(2t), this would prove (3.1). 

Fix x E Qk' e> 0, and set r = max[e, distance(xk, F)]; note that 
r> 10 diameter{Qk). 

Let .l be the symmetric difference of the two balls B(x, e) and B(Xk' e). Then, 

IT,h(x) I = I~Y: Ix-yl>'} K(x - y)h{y) dyl 

~ I~y: IXk-yl>'} K(x - y )h(y) dyl + ~ IK(x - y )h(y) I dy = II + 12 • 
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Note that Ll c B(x,3r) and that t E supp(h) implies that Ix - tl > r/2. Thus, 
using condition (2.1)(i), it follows that 12 ~ C3Mf(x). To estimate / 1, observe that it 
is bounded by 

Ify: IXk-yl>rj K(x k - y )f(y) dy I 

+ f IK(xk-y)-K(x-y)llf(y)ldy. 
(v: IXk-yl>rj 

By condition (2.1)(iii), 

IK(x k - y) - K(x - y) I ~ ClXk - xl/Ix _ yln+1 

~ C diameter( Q k ) / I x _ y (+ 1 . 

Thus, with d = diameter( Q k), 

I 1 ~ Tf ( X k) + C f If (y ) I [ d / I x - y (+ 1] dy 
(v: Ix-yl>dj 

~ Tf(x k ) + C4 Mf(x). 

Thus T,h(x) ~ Tf(x k ) + C1Mf(x), with C1 = C3 + C4 • 

Unlike the parameter e in the "good ;\" inequalities, the constant y need not be 
varied. In all our applications we can simply take y = 1/2, as in (1.1). Furthermore, 
in the case of Lebesgue measure, we could replace (Mf)*(t/2) by (Mf)*(t), due to 
the equivalence of (Mf)* and f**. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let Tf = sup,> olT.JI be a maximal singular integral operator with a 
kernel satisfying the conditions of (2.1), and let w E Aoo. There exists a constant C > 0 
such that 

(Tf):(t) ~ C(Mf):( I) + C /00 (Mf):(s) ~s 

for all t > 0 and functions f satisfying lim l _ oo(Tf)!(t) = O. 

PROOF. By iterating Lemma 3.1 with y = 1/2, we have 
00 

(Tf):(t) ~ C L (Mf):(2 k - 1t) + lim (Tf):(t). 
1---> 00 

Therefore, 
00 

(Tf):(t) ~ 2C(Mf):(t/2) + C L (Mf):(2 k - 1t). 
k~2 

Since 

the proof of the lemma is completed. 
Theorems 1 and 2 now follow easily. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Fix t > O. Without loss of generality, assume 
floo (Mf)!(s) ds/s is finite. For k = 1,2, ... , write 

f=fk.l + fk.2 =f(x)x({x: Ixl ~ k}) + f(x)x({x: Ixl> k}). 
By Lemma 2.2, with dp. = w(x) dx, Tfk 2 converges uniformly to 0 on all compact 
sets which implies that Tfk 1 converges uniformly to Tf on compact sets. Since each 
fk,l has compact support, Tfk,l(X) -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00 for all k. Therefore, we have 
that liml--+oo(Tfk,l)!(t) = 0 for each k, so that by Lemma 3.2, 

(3.2) (Tfk.l):(t) ~ C(Mfk,l): (f) + C !oo (Mfk,l): (s) ~ 

~c(Mf):(f)+c!oo (Mf):(S)~. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 with 

G(t) = C(Mf):( f) + c!oo (Mf):(s)~ 
completes the pr.oof of Theorem 1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let y = 1/2 in Lemma 3.1. Then for t> 0 and n = 
1,2, ... , iterating inequality (1.1) yields 

n 
(Tf):(2- nt) ~ C L (Mf):(2- k- 1t) +(Tf):(t). 

k=l 

Therefore, by changing the order of summation, 

( Tf) : * ( t) = 1. [ (Tf): ( s ) ds ~ t (Tf): ( 2 - n t ) 2 - n 
t 0 n=l 

~ n~12-n( C k~l (Mf):(2-k-lt ) +(Tf):(t)) 

= (Tf):(t) + C k~l (Mf):(2- k- 1t)( n~k 2- n ) 

00 

= (Tf):(t) + 4C L (Mf):(2- k- 1t)2- k- 1 

k=l 

~ C1I (Mf):(s)ds +(Tf):(t) ~ C(Mf):*(t) +(Tf):(t). 
t 0 

4. Applications. We now consider applications of the results of the last section. In 
the following four corollaries, we assume that the kernel of the operator Tf satisfies 
the conditions (2.1). 

COROLLARY 4.1. Let wE Aoo' If (Mf)!(t) is finite-valued and Tf is bounded 
except on a set of finite w-measure, then Tf is finite almost everywhere. 

PROOF. Choose t so large that (Tf)!(2t) < 00. By iterating the conclusion of 
Lemma 3.1, it follows that (Tf)!(t) < 00 for all t > O. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. If w E A oo ' then there is a constant C > 0, independent off and p, 
such that 

(~n ITf(x) (w(x) dx riP ~ Cp (~n IMf(x) (x)w(x) dx riP 
for 1 ~ P < 00. 

PROOF. Rewrite the conclusion of Theorem 1 as 

(Tf):(t) ~ C(Mf):(-2t ) + cfoo (Mf):(s)ds ~ Cfoo (Mf):(s)ds. 
1 s 1/4 s 

The conclusion then follows by Hardy's inequality (see [11, p. 196]). 
A version of Corollary 4.2 also follows from the "good ;\." inequality. However, 

the analogous bound grows exponentially in p rather than linearly. Note also that 
our proof extends immediately to the Lorentz spaces L(p, q) with no change in the 
bound. 

The next result concerns the space weak-Loo introduced by Bennett, De Vore and 
Sharpley [2]. This space consists of the w-measurable functions, f, such that fw*( t) is 
finite for t > 0 and fw**(t) - fw*(t) is a bounded function of t. The "norm" of 
weak-LOO is defined by IlfllWeak-Loo = SUPI> oUw**(t) - fw*(t)). 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let w E Aoo and suppose that Tf is bounded except on a set of 
finite w-measure. Iff E L 00, then Tf is in the space Weak-L 00 and 

II TfllWeak-Loo ~ CII f 1100-
If there is an a > 1 such that (Mf)~*(t) ~ C[log(2/t)]a-1 for 0 < t ~ I, then there 
is an e > 0 such that exp( e(Tf)lla) is w-integrable over sets of finite w-measure. 

PROOF. Since (Tf)~(t) is finite for all t > 0, the first result follows from Theorem 
2, since 

(Tf):*(t) -(Tf):(t) ~ C(Mf):*(t) ~ cllflloo-
For the second, we use the identity (see [2]) 

g:,*(t) - g:'*(s) = [ (g:,*(r) - g:'(r)) d;. 
1 

The assumption on Mf implies 

(Tf):*(t) -(Tf):*(s) ~ C [(Mf):*(r)dr/r ~ c [[log(2/r)]a- I dr/r 
1 1 

= C([1og(2/t)]a -[log(2/s)]a). 
from which the conclusion follows. 

Only the first part of this corollary was known, even in the unweighted case. 
We now compare Theorem 1 to previously known rearrangement inequalities, 

proved under more restrictive hypotheses. To do this, we consider the collection AI' 
an important subclass of Aoo. A weight wEAl if it satisfies the condition 

_l_j w(x)dx ~ Cessinfw(x), 
IQI Q XEQ 

where C is independent of Q (see [8]). 
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Since the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function is weak-type (1,1) and strong-type 
(00,00) with respect to Al weights, Calderon's theorem [5] implies the following 
result. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let wEAl. Then there is a constant C> ° so that (Mf)~(t) ~ 
Cfw**(t). 

For weights in Al we have 

COROLLARY 4.5. Let wEAl. There exists a constant C > ° such that for all t > 0, 

(i) JOO ds 
(Tj):{t) ~ Cfw**{t) + C fw*{s)-

t s 
and 

(ii) (Tj):*{t) ~ C!11 fw**(s) ds + CJOO fw*{s) ds 
t 0 I S 

~ c! II fw**{s) ds + cJoo fw**{s) ds . 
tOt s 

The first inequality is proved by Theorem 1 and Lemma 4.4; the second by 
integrating the first. Only unweighted versions of these inequalities were previously 
known. Inequality (i) was proved by Bennett and Rudnick [3]; the last inequality 
was proved by O'Neil and Weiss [9] for the Hilbert transform. 

5. Generalizations to Dini kernels. The techniques developed in §3 extend easily to 
operators with kernels satisfying conditions weaker than (2.1). In this section we 
discuss one such class of kernels. 

Let ~ = ~n-I = {x ERn: Ixl = I} and, for x =f. 0, x' = x/lxl E~. Suppose that 
K(x) is a positively homogeneous kernel of degree -n, has mean value zero on ~, 
and K E Lr(~) for some r, 1 < r ~ 00. We say that K satisfies the Lr-Dini 
condition (K E Lr-Dini) if 

11 dt 
Wr(t) - < 00, 

o t 
where 

Wr(t) = sup(~ IK{px') - K(x') I'dx,f1r 

with the sup taken over all rotations, p, of ~ with magnitude Ipl = supx E };Ipx - xl 
< t. 

In order to extend our results to Dini kernels, we recall the following lemma from 
[7]. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let K E Lr(~) n Lr-Dini. There exists a constant a > ° such that if 
Iyl < aR, then 

(f IK{x - y) - K{x) I'dx)llr 
{x: R<lxl<2R} 

~ CR- n+nlr( W + jlyllR wr{ t) dt ). 
R lyl/2R t 
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Fbr 1 < r < 00, we define the generalized Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator 
MpJ by MpJ(x) '=' (M(IJIP)(X»i/p. The analog of Lemma 3.1 for Dini kernels is 

LEMMA 5.2. Let TJ = sup,> olTJI be a maximal singular integral operator with a 
kernel K E L'(~) n Lr-Dini, where 1 < r ~ 00, and let w E Aoo' For all y, 0 < y < 1, 
there is a constant C = C( y) > 0 such that 

(TJ):(t) ~ C(Mr,j):(yt) +(Tj):(2t) Jor all t > O. 

The proof is the same as the one used to prove Lemma 3.1 with two changes. The 
first is that we use Lemma 5.1 to fix the ratio IQI/IQkl. The other change deals with 
the estimate of the term 

~y: IX k-yl>8} IK(xk - y) - K(x - y) IIJ(Y) 1 dy. 

Using the argument from the proof of Theorem 4 of [7], this integral is bounded by a 
constant times Mr,f( x). 

Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2, we obtain exact analogs of Theorems 1 and 2 
with MJ replaced by Mr,j. 
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